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Indie Band No Berlin Explores the Complexities of Dysfunctional Relationships in New
Single "Fade To Gray"

Berlin, Germany — November, 2023

In "Fade To Gray," No Berlin skillfully weaves a narrative that resonates with listeners on a
visceral level. Lead vocalist Mark Eric Lewis’s hauntingly soulful delivery intertwines with the
melancholic melody, creating an emotive experience that mirrors the ebb and flow of a
connection in flux. The lyrics, a tapestry of raw honesty, explore the subtle nuances of a
relationship losing its vibrancy, as emotions fade to a muted, ambiguous shade of gray.

The band's sonic evolution is on full display in this single, with lush layered guitars and
atmospheric arrangements that build a cinematic soundscape. "Fade To Gray" is a testament to
No Berlin's ability to capture the essence of human emotion through their music, transcending
traditional indie boundaries.

"Fade To Gray" is a follow-up to No Berlin's debut EP, "Ten Eggs, No Less," and marks a
continued exploration of the band's introspective sound. The single is set to be released on
December 12th, 2023 on all major streaming platforms, inviting listeners to immerse themselves
in the beautifully dissonant world of No Berlin. As they continue to carve their own path in the
indie music scene, "Fade To Gray" stands as a testament to the band's commitment to
authenticity and musical finesse.

For press inquiries, interviews, or review copies, please contact:

Mark Eric Lewis
Email: thnkloud9@gmail.com

About No Berlin
No Berlin is an indie band based in Berlin, Germany, known for their soulful vocals, 90s era
layered guitar soundscapes, and introspective lyrics. Formed in 2022, the quartet, consisting of
Mark Eric Lewis (vocals, guitar), Brodie White (vocals, guitar), Mario Quezada-Boye (bass,
backing vocals), and Jeff Collier (drums, backing vocals), has gained recognition for their
evocative music that captures the spirit of their dynamic hometown. "Fade To Gray" is their
latest single, exploring the complexities of love and the evolution of relationships. For more
information, visit:

https://www.instagram.com/noberlinmusic/
https://www.facebook.com/noberlinmusic/
https://noberlin.bandcamp.com/
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